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A QUADRATURE FORMULA INVOLVING
ZEROS OF BESSEL FUNCTIONS

CLEMENT FRAPPIER AND PATRICK OLIVIER

Abstract. An exact quadrature formula for entire functions of exponential

type is obtained. The nodes of the formula are zeros of the Bessel function of

the first kind of order a . It generalizes and refines a known quadrature formula

related to the sampling theorem. The uniqueness of the nodes is studied.

1. Introduction

Given any polynomial p of degree < n and n distinct numbers Xx, X2,

... , x„ , the classical Lagrange interpolation formula is

(1)
l(x)

P(x) = EP^){x_Xk)p{Xky

where l(x) = Yl"=l(x - Xj).   Multiplying both members of (1) by a weight

function w(x) and integrating, we obtain the quadrature formula

/l nw(x)p(x)dx = J2¿.kp(xk) ,
1 k=l

where

Ak = I   w(x)—       /„,—-dx.I   w(x)
., (x-xk)l'(xk)

In order to obtain a quadrature formula valid for all polynomials of degree
< 2« , we consider the Hermite interpolation formula

(3) P{x) = YiiP{xk)lkt0(x)+p'ixk)lktiix)) ,

with

k=\

k,o(x) -l^-(x-xk^(
l'(xk)y        K')\(x-xk)l'(xk)

and
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304 CLEMENT FRAPPIER AND PATRICK OLIVIER

This time we obtain

/l n
W(X)P(X)  =Y,^k,0P(xk)+h,lP'(xk)) ,

1 fc=l

where

h,r = j   w(x)lk,r(x)dx,

If we take, in particular, the «th orthogonal polynomial l(x) = Qn(x) associ-

ated with the weight function w(x), then [6] we have Àk>x =0 and Akto=Xk,

1 < k < n. Therefore, the quadrature formula (2) is valid for all polynomials

of degree <2n . Moreover, the zeros of Qn(x) are the only points having this

property.

The Jacobi polynomial of degree n, Q„(x) = Pna'^\x), is, with w(x) =

(1 -x)a(l +x)ß , an important special case . For the Chebyshev polynomial of

the first kind of degree n ,

Tn(x) = 22(2?,)2 Pn~l/2'~i/2)(x) = cos (n arceosx) ,

we get the Gauss-Jacobi type formula

This formula has been extended to entire functions. Let Ba be the class of

entire functions of exponential type o, bounded on the real axis. If / e 7?2T

satisfies fix) = O i\x\~8) , Ô > 1, then [1]

,6, f#l^ïË/(o),
J-°° k=-oo       V T '

This latter is in fact valid under weaker integrability conditions [2]. Here the

nodes (2/c - 1)7t/(2t) , the zeros of costz , are related to those of formula (5)

by

pM/2,-l/2)(cos(Tz/n))
hm sjn-rrr^—'—^ = cos xz.

n-»oo n~x'L

In general [6, p. 167],

«-►oo na \xz J

where Jaiz) is the Bessel function of the first kind of order a. Thus, the nodes

in (6) are the zeros of 7_i/2(tz)/ (tz)~1/2 ; it appears natural to generalize (6)

using as nodes the zeros of 7q(tz)/ (tz)q .
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For the various properties of Bessel functions used in this paper, we refer the
reader to [7].

2. Statement of the results

The function

ixzf      f-£     '   2"+2kk\Tik + a+l)

is an even entire function of exponential type t . Let jk = jkia), k = ±1,

±2, ... , be the zeros of Jaiz)/za ordered such that j_k = —jk and 0 < \jx\ <

\J2\ < ... . We are now ready to state our main result.

Theorem 1. Let 9?(a) > -1. For all f £ B2x such that fix) = O (|x|_<5) , x -*
±œ, with Ô > 25R(a) + 2, we have

fJo
x2a+xifix) + fi-x))dx

(8) 2      -21 ;'2a

£ôÊ*m<4))T2a+2 ^ {J,{jk))2

The particular case a = -1/2 leads us to formula (6). Indeed, we have

'] = \ßcosxz       and       ¿(-1/2) = (2Jt - I)71
(Tz)-i/2       V*~"""       —       ^   ''-'     ^     ''2

When a = 1/2 we have

Jißitz) _    ¡2 sintz

(tz)1/2       » n    xz

and the formula (8) becomes

k¿0

where /(x) = O (|x|_<s) , x -» ±oo, ô > 3 . Replacing /(x) by

1 /sinrxN \
/(*) - /(0)

where fix) can be supposed to be even, we obtain

,/-oc Jt=-oo      V        y

where /(x) = O (|x|_<5) , x -» ±oo, <5 > 1. Up to a translation, this formula

is equivalent to (6).
By considering a function of the form

we obtain the following corollary of Theorem 1.
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Corollary 1. Let »(a) > -1. For all F £ BT such that Fix) = O i\x\~s) , x

±oo, with S > »(a) + 1/2, we have

Taking in (11) the function

^4(TZ)_t{Z)        Z*{TZ-j,)'

we deduce the following property of Bessel functions.

Corollary 2. Let »(a) > -1. If m and I are integers, then

i     roo / ) j \

2 J0 X J°(X) [ix - jm)(x - j,) + ix + jn)ix + j,)J dX

ro,    i±
11,    / =

(12)

Note that the case I = m of ( 12) will be used in the proof of Theorem 1.

So, we shall need an independent proof (see Lemma 4).

When a = 1 ¡2, in Corollary 2, we readily obtain the orthogonality property

[4] of the family
( sin nix - m) 1

I   tt(x - m) J

namely,

f°° sin nix-m) sin nix-I)      _ j 0,       l^m,

j-oo    nix-m)       n(x-l) \ 1,       I = m.

It has been proved [5] that formula (10) is the unique quadrature formula of

the form

/CO °°

f(x)dx=   £ kkf(xk),
-OO i

k=—oo

which is valid for all / e 7?2T • The nodes xk in ( 14) are completely character-

ized by an extremal problem: they are the roots of the function sin tx , which

minimizes the integral

over a certain subclass of Bx. The following theorem is the corresponding

( a = -1/2 ) uniqueness result for quadrature formulas of the form

/•CO ^"-'

(15) /    x2a+x(f(x) + f(-x))dx=  Y, hf(xk).

Observe that if a is not real then the uniqueness does not hold. The formula

(8), when a is replaced by ä, is still valid for the same class of functions. To see

this we need only to replace f(z) by /(z) and to observe that A (a) = jk (a).

Therefore, we assume that the sequence xk, -co < k < oo, in (15), is a

sequence of distinct real numbers without an accumulation point in M.   We
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assume also that one of the nodes is a zero of /q(tz) . We associate, with every

quadrature formula of the form (15) and every zero jm of /a(z) (which has

only real zeros for a > -1 ), a class of entire functions co with the following
properties:

(i) co £ BT ,

(ii) coix) £ E for x 6 E ,

(iii) coix) = O (|jc|-"-3/2) , x -> ±oo ,

(iv) a>ixk) = 0, k ^ m ,

(v)    COiJm/x) = 1 .

Here the nodes xk , -co < k < co, have been ordered such that xm = jm/x.

We call every such function co a nodal function.

Theorem 2. Let a > -1. Among all the quadrature formulas of the form (15)

having coix) as nodal function, only one is valid for all f £ B2x satisfying

fix) = O i\x\~s) , x -> ±co, 6 > 2a+2. This formula is (8), and the associated

nodal function is

ex (y) —      J™ Jc(TX)
ÁX)- J¿üm)x°iXX-jm)-

Moreover, coe minimizes the integral
/•CO

/    x2a+xico2ix) + co2i-x))dx ,
Jo

over all nodal functions co.

3. Auxiliary results

For every entire function of exponential type satisfying certain conditions at

infinity, we have the classical sampling theorem, namely

(.6, fn.ti-vrfflgjL.
k=—oo

Integrating formally both members of (16), we obtain formula (10) but only for

f £ BT. In order to prove a result valid for f £ B2X, we use an extension, to

entire functions of exponential type, of formula (3). This extension (see Lemma

3, below) is a generalization and a refinement of (16).

From now on we may suppose x = 1 . We need first a technical result.

Lemma 1. Let z = Re'6 be a complex number on the circle \z\ = R := Nn +

»(a)7r/2 + n/4, where N is a large positive integer. There exists a positive

constant Cia) such that

(iv) |ya(z)|>^^isinei,     \e\<n.

Proof. Obviously, we may suppose »(z) > 0. In view of the asymptotic ex-

pansion

(18) Uz) ^^TCOs[z-a^-^)(l+ 0(\z\~x)) ,

it suffices to prove that

(19) |cos (z-a|-|)| >/sT(a)^lsinel.
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Let x = R cosö, y = R sinö , u = x-»(a)^/2-7t/4 and v = y-S(a) jr/2.

Note that

(20)
cos ( z - a— - — J = cos(m + iv)

|cos(w + iv)\2 = cos2 u + sinh2 w.

and

Let Rk := kn + »(a) 7t/2 + n/4, xk := Rk - n/2 and yo := 3(a) 7f/2. For
1 < k < N, consider the two arcs of the circle \z\ = R inside the strip xk -

n/2<x < xk + n/2. Suppose that z = x + iy is on an arc for which xk-n/2 <

x < xk + n/2 and \y - yo\ > n/4. Using (20), we have

cos (z - a-y - j J    = cos2 u + sinh2 v > sinh2 v > I-^-)   e2^ ,

whence

(21) cos(z-a^-^)\>Cxia)eR\™e\

If z = x+iy is on an arc for which xk-n/2 <x< xk+n/2 and |y-yol < 7C/4,

then \x - xk\ > s/n2/l6 - v2 (recall that N is taken sufficiently large). But

|x - xk\ = \u - kn + n/2\ < n/2, and so

cos (z - a-z - -j)    = cos2 u + sinh2 v = sin2 [u - kn + -=■ J +sinh2t;

= sin2 \x - xk\ + sinh2 v > sin21 y — - v2 J + sinh2 v =: Aiv).

The function e~2^ Aiv) is a positive continuous function in the closed interval

[-n/4, n/4]. Thus, it has a positive minimum in that interval, say D. It

follows that

(22) cos [z-a^-^j | >v/75e>l>C2(a)é>*lsinol.    D

We shall also need the following result, which is a simple variant of [3, Lem-

mas 1 and 2].

Lemma 2. Let f £ Ba such that fix) = O (|x|-<5) , x -* ±co. If R -> co, then
we have, uniformly for \8\ < n,

(23) fiRe'tí) = 0
/eoR\sind\\

Moreover,

(24) /'(x) = 0(|x|-a),        x^±co.

Lemma 3. Let »(a) > -1. For all f £ B2 such that fix) = O (|x|_<5) , x
±co ,   with S > 2»(a) + 1, we have

(25) /(*)=   £  [Akix)fijk) + Bkix)f'ijk)],
k=—oo

kjiO
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jk)

where

fits. A   I    \ (t  ^2a+l, s\( JkMx)

(26) MX) :=V + -Jk-{X- }k)) \x«JLhk)(x-j

and

(27) Bk(x) := (x - jk) (-Sk-t
y    ' \xaJL(jk)(x-jk)

Proof. Consider the integral

(28) IN(x):=^-.¿       Z   {^l    dz,
2ni JCn (z-x)/2(z)

where Cn is the circle \z\ = R := Nn + »(a) ?r/2 + 7r/4. As remarked before,

the function Jaiz)/za is entire. Using Lemmas 1 and 2, we have, for large 7?,

i      pn       d2S(<*)+1  I f(Rei8)\
\In{x)] < J_ /    _5-\^Ke   >\    de < K(a, x) 7?2SR(°>+1-<5.

2nJ-x\Re«>-x\\JaiRe>e)\2

Thus,

(29) lim IN(x) = 0.
N—^oo

On the other hand, using the residue theorem, we have

(30) IN(x) = Res(z = x) + £ Res(z = jk),

\)k\<R

and the result follows after a few calculations by letting N —> co.   D

The following properties of Bessel functions will be used, in conjunction with

Lemma 3, to prove (8).

Lemma 4. Let »(a) > -1. For any zero jk of Ja(z)/za, we have

(31) [°°x-4Qdx = 0
Jo      x2 - j2

and

(32) rxJ2(x)(--i-^ + 7-l—-,)dx = 2.
Jo \(x-Jk)2     (x + jk)2J

Proof. Let 7? > e > 0. First we prove (31). We consider the curve T which is

the union of the two intervals [-7?, -e], [e, R] and the two semicircles C£,

CR , where Q := {z: \z\ = 6 and 3f(z) > 0} . We have

(33) ¿zj^Hydz=o,

where
H(X] 7_„(z) - g-°»'7tt(z)

a i sin an

is a Bessel function of the third kind, with the usual interpretation when a is

an integer. From (33), we obtain

(34) /    F(x)dx+ f F(z)dz+ [  F(x)dx+ [  F(z)dz = 0 ,
J-R JQ Je JcR
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where
.= zJa(z)HJx)(z)

z2 - il

On Ce we have \z\ = e ; since limz_0 Ja(z)/za = 1/(2Q Y(a+1)), we obtain,

if a is not an integer,

\Fiz)\ < Kxia) e + K2(a) ex+m^ .

When a = n is an integer, we need to use, in addition, a representation formula

for H(x)(z) ; we have HnX)(z) = Jn(z) + i Yn(z), with

,W = 2(, + l„|)/„(z)-gíí^J£(£p
«r=0

(_!)«        /Zn2k+«

(35) ¿-tK\(n + K)\ \2)K__0.-.in + K)l

11 111 1
+ - +-|-_ + _ + _ + ...+

We obtain

It follows that

(36)

12 K        1       2 « + K

\Fiz)\ < K3ia) e + K^a) ex+m^ | lne|.

lim / Fiz) dz = 0   for »(a) > -1 .
e^°Jcc

On C/{ we use the asymptotic formula (18) and

Hix\z) = sffzei(*-°î-î)(l + 0(\z\-x))

to obtain

\F(z)\ < Ks{a)
R2

Thus,

(37) lim   /  F(z)dz = 0.
R^oo JCr

Also, using h£\x) - eaKi HÍx)(-x) = 2Ja(x), we get

f    F(x)dx+ í  F(x)dx= í (F(x) + F(-x))dx = 2 í  x J^X\dx,
J-R Je Je Je        X   — J^

and so (31) follows from (34), (36), and (37).
Now we prove (32). We need to distinguish two cases according as jk is real

or not. When jk is not real, we consider the contour T defined in the proof

of (31). Only one zero, jk or -jk , is inside T. Thus, by the residue theorem,
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since

(38) J'a(z) /_0(z) - J'_a(z) Ja(z) = ^H^ .
7TZ

The integrals along Ce and Cr tend to zero, as e -> 0 and 7? —> co ; the

argument is analogous to the one used to obtain (36) and (37). Hence, using a

decomposition of the form (34), we get

1     f°° /        1 i        \ 2

which readily gives us (32).
Now we suppose that jk is real. Consider the curve Fx obtained from T by

replacing the interval [-jk-ô, -jk+S] by the semicircle Cx,s = {z : |z+y'k| =
ô and 3(z) > 0} , where ô is sufficiently small. We have

(39) ¿  Fxiz)dz = 0,    where Fxiz) := Z J°{z}Ha.2{z) .
Jr¡ (z + JkY

It follows that

/-jk-S /• pO /.co
Fx(x)dx+        Fx(z)dz+ Fx(x)dx+       Fx(x)dx = 0.

-co Jcus J-Jk+à Jo

Similarly,

/O rjk-à r r°°
F2(x)dx+ F2(x)dx+        F2(z)dz+ F2(x)dx = 0,

-co Jo Jc2 s Jjk+à-2.S

where

7(1)

F2(z) := Z/;(z)//q,2(z)       and       C2,s = {z:\z- jk\ = ô and 3(z) > 0} .
(z-Jkr

We add (40) and (41) to obtain

rJk-S roc

0= (Fx(-x) + F2(x))dx+        (Fx(-x) + F2(x))dx
(42) ° Jjk+s
v     / /*°° /* r

+       (Fx(x) + F2(-x))dx+        Fx(z)dz+        F2(z)dz,
Jo Jq,s Jc2¿

whence

0 = 2/       x , J°W   dx + 2 I" x , J°W   dx
rlk-à J2(xs. r

= 2 x/a[X).2dx + 2
Jo (X-Jk)2 Jjk+S      (X-Jk)2

+ 2 [°°x  f{x)   dx+ [    Fx(z)dz+ [    F2(z)dz.
Jo (X + JkV JciS Jc2,s

Taking the limit as S —> 0, we get

0 = 2 Hx J2ix) (-.—î-^-y + -.—l-^) dx
Jo \{x-Jk)2     ix + jk)2J

(44) ft í \
+ lim    /     Fxiz)dz+ /     F2iz)dz) .

s^° \JQ.s Jc2.s J
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It remains to evaluate the last limit. We have, if a is not an integer,

limj/     Fxiz)dz

= i ^j\-Jk + Seie)Ja{-J^eÓe'6) H?)(-jk + Se»)dO

= injk JLi-h)H^i-jk) = njk JL{~J±JZ{~Jk)

= -*Jk

sm an

JLUk)J-aJJk)
sina7t

and

üm    ¡    F2{:)äA=-nhJ°^J-^
sman

~"2,o I

Using (38), we readily obtain

lim ( /    Fxiz)dz+ [    F2(z)di
s^°\Jcí,i Jc2,¡s-

and (32) follows from (44). When a is an integer, the function Ha\z) has to

be replaced by its limit.   D

4. Proofs of the theorems

We may obviously suppose t = 1.

Proof of Theorem 1. Using Lemma 3, we have

CO

fix) + fi-x) =   Y,   (Ak(x) + Aki-x))fijk) + iBkix) + Bki-x))f'ijk) ,
k=—co

k¿0

that is,

f(x) + f(-x)=   £  T^2J^{-^—2 + -±—\f(jk)
Jk       Jj{x) (       1 _1

(JLUk))2   x2-   \(x-jk)2     (x + jk)2
k=—co

k¿0

t2

,45) +£2*+iUmv*£-ii>m
k=—co

k¿0

jja+l J2a(x)

+ k^J ^Jk))1 x2»(x2 - j2)fUk)-
k¿0

Multiplying by x2q+1 and integrating, we obtain formally the formula (8) with

the help of Lemma 4. Hence, it remains to justify the interchanges of the order

of integration and summation. First observe that, in order to prove formula

(8), we may assume

(46) fix) = Oi\x\~s),        x -» ±co, S > 2»(a) + 6.
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Indeed, if fix) = Oi\x\~â) , x -> ±co ,  with only 6 > 2»(a) + 2, then the
functions

8c{z):= (^r) /(z)'    e>0'  feBlr'

satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 1 with x replaced by x+2e and ô > 2»(a)+2

replaced by ô > 2»(a) + 6. Thus,

(47)

/•CO

/    x2a+xigEix) + gEi-x))dx
Jo

{T + 2e)2a+2 ^tJiUk))¿-^ t ji
Jk

2«

ft
A

+ ft
;*

'V   T + 2e

The passage to the limit as e —> 0, in (47), is easily justified using

sin ex

ex
< 1       and       f[±

Jk

~x + 2e
= 0 [x + 2e)¿

\Jk\s

Now we must prove, in particular, that

/

(48)

/•co °° :2a+l       Y   t2(y\

\ k¿0 /

k=—oo
kyiO

The other interchanges could be proved, with a slight simplification, as is done in

the following argument. In view of Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem,

it suffices to show that there exists an integrable function G(x) such that

OU

(49) Y   Àk(x) < G(x) ,    where 4(x) :=
k=—co

MO

Jk
2q+1

xJ2(x)

(JiUk))2 x2-j\
f'Uk)

For small values of x, we use Ja(x) = O (|x|K(a)) as x —► 0, (24) and the

hypothesis (46) to obtain

CO

Y   h(x)<Kx(a)x2*^+x.
k=—oo

k¿0

For large values of x, we write

CO

(50) Y   h(x) = Ii+h + h,
k=—oo

k¿0

where

7,:=  Y xk(x) ,    h-=     Y    Àk^   and   I):=   Yl  Xk(x).
lAI<f f<IAI<¥ ¥<IAI
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We have, for x/2 < \jk\ < 3x/2,

J¿(x)

x'-Jl
<C,(a),

which follows from

Jaix) =   /       J'a(u)du
J±jk

and the asymptotic formula

JLiu) = -s[^sin(u-a^-^)il+Oi\u\-x)).

Thus, using also (46) and (24), we obtain

h<^Lp.  y  \jk\™^+2-äx3<s^ y \Jk\ma)+5-s<^

!<IAI<^ k=—co
k¿0

In order to obtain an upper bound for 7i  and 73, we use (46), (24) and the

above asymptotic formula for J'a . We get

h < Ciia)  Y
IAI<!

-<-Z2±zL     y^     1/   |2»(a)+2-<5
x2-\jk\2 3   x2

<
C,ia)

k=—oo
k¿0

and

>>*<*<* E ^ff+^4%2 t iai»—<c<<°>
¥<IAI

From (50), we deduce that

IÁI2-*2 5   x2 x*

MO

k=—co
k¿0

for large values of x .   D

Proof of Theorem 2. Consider two quadrature formulas of the form (15) with

nodal functions <Ui(x) and co2ix), respectively. Suppose coxix) ^ toiix), and

let hix) := coxix) - 0J2ÍX). The function h(x) cox(x) is in B2 and vanishes at

the nodes xk (including k = m) associated with the quadrature formula with

cox(x) as nodal function. Moreover, hix)coxix) = 0(|x|_2a_3) , x -» ±00.

Therefore,

/•CO

(51) /    x2a+xihix)coxix) + hi-x)coxi-x))dx = P.
Jo

Since hix) ^ 0, we have

/•CO

/      X2a+1(/z2(x) + /z2(-x))¿X>0,
Jo
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and so, using (51),
/•CO /"CO

(52) /    x2a+1(û;2,(x) + fcj2;(-x))i/x> /    x2a+xico]ix) + co2xi-x))dx.
Jo Jo

Considering, instead of hix)coxix), the function hix)a>2Íx), we are led

similarly to
/•CO />CO

(53) /    x2a+1(w2(x) + w2(-x))¿x> /    x2a+xico22Íx) + co22Í-x))dx ,
./o ./o

which contradicts (52). Thus ftJi(x) = 0J2ÍX).

Since tOeix) is the nodal function associated with (8), we deduce, by the

same argument, that
/»CO /»CO

/    x2a+x(co2(x) + co2(-x))dx> I    x2a+x(co2(x) + co2e(-x))dx,
Jo Jo

for all nodal functions co(x) ^ coeix)  .   D

5. Remarks and examples

5.1. Theorem 1 does not remain valid for the class B„ if a > 2x. Any

function of the form

is a counterexample. The function /, is in the class B2t+c and fix) =

O i\x\~ô) , x -» ±00, with ô = 2»(a) + 2 + n . The summation in the right-

hand member of (8) is clearly zero, but the integral of the left-hand member is

positive, since

/.(*) =
JaiXX)

X"

Jnl2 (ex/2)

xi/2

5.2. The hypothesis ô > 2»(a) + 2 cannot be relaxed in Theorem 1. Consider

the function
Jajxz)Ja+xjxz)

/*(z) =-^+T-•

This function is in the class B2x and fix) = Oi\x\~s) , x -» ±00, with

ô = 2»(a) + 2. The summation in the right-hand member of (8) is clearly

zero but, for »(a) > -1 ,
|»00 />OC 1

/    x2a+xif*ix) + f*i-x))dx = 2       Ja(xx)Ja+x(xx)dx = -.
Jo Jo T

5.3. When a = m + 1/2, where m isa nonnegative integer, the functions

Jaiz) take the following explicit form:

2z   m (   I  d\m (sinz

In the case m = 1, formula (8) becomes

(54) rx4f{x)dx = Bl  Y r2k(l+r¡)f(^) ,
J — OO *        1 s  X t

k=-oo

where / £ B2x satisfies fix) = 0(|x|_<5) , x —> ±co, with ô > 5 and rk,

-00 < k < 00, are the roots of the equation tanx = x.
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5.4.   Let

<Pmiz) ■=
za(z2-Jl)'

If we take, in Theorem 1, x = 1 and /(z) = <pm(z) cpi(z), then we obtain

(55) rx2°+ivmix)<pl(x)dx={°'  l*m
Jo { I,       I = m.

In other words, the family {q>m : m = ± 1, ±2, ... } is orthonormal on [0, co)

with weight function x2a+1 .
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